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a brief account of a long historya brief account of a long history
motivations old and newmotivations old and new
experimental techniquesexperimental techniques
modern resultsmodern results
what next?what next?



EinsteinEinstein’’s relativistic gravitys relativistic gravity

Einstein equivalence principle (EP) Einstein equivalence principle (EP) 
his his ““happiest ideahappiest idea””
in Newtonian terms in Newtonian terms mmiiªªmmgg

gravity=spacegravity=space--time curvaturetime curvature
locallocal inertial framesinertial frames
no preferred frame (my third talk)no preferred frame (my third talk)
constancy of constants G and  constancy of constants G and  aa
1/r1/r22 gravity: a consequence of 3 gravity: a consequence of 3 
space dimensions (my second talk)space dimensions (my second talk)
has passed all experimental testshas passed all experimental tests
classical theory i.e. not quantizedclassical theory i.e. not quantized





How can the different trajectories of a bullet and a How can the different trajectories of a bullet and a 
ball both be due to ball both be due to spacetimespacetime curvature? curvature? 



but gravity is equivalent to acceleration only locally i.e. in abut gravity is equivalent to acceleration only locally i.e. in a
very small regionvery small region

This is a huge effect at current levels of precisionThis is a huge effect at current levels of precision



string theory and the unification of gravity string theory and the unification of gravity 
with the rest of physicswith the rest of physics

replaces point particles with 1replaces point particles with 1--dimensional strings and dimensional strings and 
higher dimensional higher dimensional ““branesbranes””
first viable candidate for a quantum theory of gravity first viable candidate for a quantum theory of gravity 
that unifies it with the rest of physicsthat unifies it with the rest of physics
string theory triumphsstring theory triumphs

predicts the graviton, gives black holes, etc.predicts the graviton, gives black holes, etc.
string theory problemsstring theory problems

actually actually ~ 10~ 10500 500 different theoriesdifferent theories
nobody knows how to solve it yetnobody knows how to solve it yet
requires 10 or 11 dimensionsrequires 10 or 11 dimensions
predicts large number of light scalar particles that predicts large number of light scalar particles that 

will violate the EPwill violate the EP
but these new features provide motivations for but these new features provide motivations for 
experimenters to look for new gravitational phenomenaexperimenters to look for new gravitational phenomena



But fortunately we have a simpler theoretical alternativeBut fortunately we have a simpler theoretical alternative



A brief history of Equivalence Principle  tests:A brief history of Equivalence Principle  tests:
do all materials have the same mdo all materials have the same mi i /m/mg g ??

Galileo testGalileo test NewtonNewton--Bessel testBessel test EEöötvtvööss testtest

are fall times equal?are fall times equal? are periods equal?are periods equal? are angles equal?are angles equal?

ωω

T=T=◊◊(2d/g (2d/g (m(mii/m/mgg)))) T=2T=2ππ ◊◊((l/gl/g (m(mii/m/mgg)))) εε==ωω22R sin2R sin2θθ/(2g) /(2g) (m(mii/m/mgg))

dd ll θθ

Da/a§0.1                           Da/a§10-4 Da/a§ 10-9



implementation as a null experimentimplementation as a null experiment

if the EP is violated if the EP is violated downdown is not a unique directionis not a unique direction

Torsion balance twists only if force vectors are not parallel!Torsion balance twists only if force vectors are not parallel!



False signals from gravity gradientsFalse signals from gravity gradients
Suppose one test body is lower than the other Suppose one test body is lower than the other 
and that the apparatus is located on a hillsideand that the apparatus is located on a hillside

This orientation is less boundThis orientation is less bound
gravitationallygravitationally

This orientation is more bound This orientation is more bound 
gravitationallygravitationally

This gravityThis gravity--gradient effect looks like EP violationgradient effect looks like EP violation



EEöötvtvööss’’ss instrumentinstrument

EEöötvtvööss first first 
used torsion used torsion 
balance tobalance to
test the EPtest the EP
In 1889. HisIn 1889. His
most famous most famous 
work was done work was done 
between 1904 between 1904 
and 1909and 1909

Eötvös et al
claimed
Da/a<5ä10-9



advantages of using the sun as a sourceadvantages of using the sun as a source

disadvantages of using the sun as a sourcedisadvantages of using the sun as a source

•• once per day is a terrible frequencyonce per day is a terrible frequency
•• cannot see forces with range < 1 AUcannot see forces with range < 1 AU

•• the apparatus is rotated very smoothly and the apparatus is rotated very smoothly and 
periodicallyperiodically

•• gravity gradients and B fields from sun are gravity gradients and B fields from sun are 
negligiblenegligible

•• signal is only decreased by factor of signal is only decreased by factor of ≈≈ 2.72.7

The classic EP experiments (from the 60s and The classic EP experiments (from the 60s and 
70s) used the sun as the attracting object70s) used the sun as the attracting object



Roll, Krotkov and Dicke, Ann. Phys. 26, 442 (1964)

DickeDicke’’ss instrumentinstrument

1 sigma result Da/a=(1.0±1.5)ä10–11

Roll, Krotkov and Dicke, Ann. Phys. 26, 442 (1964)



BraginskyBraginsky and and PanovPanov’’ss instrumentinstrument

1 sigma result Da/a=(–0.3±0.45)ä10–12

BraginskyBraginsky and and PanovPanov, , SovSov. Phys. JETP 34, 463 (1972). Phys. JETP 34, 463 (1972)



modern era in EP tests was ushered in by modern era in EP tests was ushered in by 
FischbachFischbach’’ss reanalysis of reanalysis of EEöötvtvööss’’ss resultsresults

Dk= Da/a

Fischbach at el., PRL  56, 3 (1986)

This result along with This result along with 
geophysical measurementsgeophysical measurements
was taken as evidence forwas taken as evidence for
a a ““55thth forceforce””

withwith
aa ≈≈ .01 .01 

30m 30m §§ ll §§ 1000m1000m



A scientific moral:A scientific moral:

A wrong result* can lead to scientific A wrong result* can lead to scientific progessprogess

Examples:Examples:

mØmØ e e gg why is lepton number conserved?why is lepton number conserved?

55thth force    understand EP tests as a search new force    understand EP tests as a search new 
Yukawa Yukawa interationsinterations that could have anythat could have any
range and couple to any sorts of range and couple to any sorts of ““chargecharge””

WeberWeber’’s gravity wave s gravity wave ““detectiondetection”” started a  new fieldstarted a  new field

* that gets corrected                      * that gets corrected                      



The The EEöött--WashWash®® group in experimental group in experimental 
gravitationgravitation

FacultyFaculty Current Grad studentsCurrent Grad students
EGAEGA Ted CookTed Cook
Jens Jens GundlachGundlach Charlie Charlie HagedornHagedorn
BlayneBlayne HeckelHeckel William William TerranoTerrano

StaffStaff Todd WagnerTodd Wagner
Erik SwansonErik Swanson

PostdocsPostdocs
Frank FleischerFrank Fleischer
Seth Seth HoedlHoedl
Stephan Stephan SchlammingerSchlamminger

Primary support from NSF Grant PHY0355012 with supplements Primary support from NSF Grant PHY0355012 with supplements 
from the DOE Office of Science and to a lesser extent NASAfrom the DOE Office of Science and to a lesser extent NASA



the the EEöött--Wash strategyWash strategy

build a continuously rotating torsion balancebuild a continuously rotating torsion balance

design with high symmetry so only gravity design with high symmetry so only gravity 
knows which test body is whichknows which test body is which

use 4 interchangeable test bodiesuse 4 interchangeable test bodies

recruit really good grad studentsrecruit really good grad students





our first torsion balance circa 1986our first torsion balance circa 1986

Stubbs et al., PRL 58, 1070 (1987) Stubbs et al., PRL 58, 1070 (1987) 

Test bodies designed 
to look for 
interaction coupled 
to B

The result
Da/a=(2.4±2.7)ä10-7

required

a § .001 
30m § l § 1000m



modern version of the Galileo testmodern version of the Galileo test

Niebauer, McHugh and Faller, PRL 59 609 (1987)

Da/a§ 5 ä10-10

gave roughly
comparable
limits on Yukawa
interactions







Parameterization of scalar or vector Yukawa Parameterization of scalar or vector Yukawa 
interactionsinteractions





Torsion pendulum 
used in our 1994 
test of the EP

Su et al., PRD 50, 3614 
(1994)

Test bodies have 
identical masses and 
outside dimensions
and vanishing mass 
quadrupole moments

Quadrupole moment of 
entire pendulum is tiny

Gravity gradients 
cancelled



The torsion balance apparatus:The torsion balance apparatus:

feet

pendulum
magnetic
shielding

thermal
shield

compensation
masses

HH coils

prehanger

fiber

vacuum can

autocollimator

turntable
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gravitygravity--gradient compensationgradient compensation

The most uniformThe most uniform
field on earth?field on earth?



but there is a limit how well it can be donebut there is a limit how well it can be done



calibration of pendulum responsecalibration of pendulum response



The RotThe Rot--Wash shortWash short--range test of the EPrange test of the EP

rotating 3-ton 238U attractor



A shortA short--range test of the Equivalence Principlerange test of the Equivalence Principle

Smith et al., PRD 61, 022001 (2000) Smith et al., PRD 61, 022001 (2000) 



gravity gradients: a major challenge gravity gradients: a major challenge 
for the Rotfor the Rot--Wash experimentWash experiment



Stephan Schlamminger, Jens Gundlach, Todd Wagner, Charlie Hagedorn

The  new The  new EEöött--Wash test of the EPWash test of the EP



20 μm diameter tungsten fiber
(length: 108 cm)

tuning screws for adjusting
gravity multipole moments 
to null the gravitational coupling

8 test masses (4 Be & 4 Ti )
4.84 g apiece 

5 cm

4 mirrors

Torsion Pendulum of the new EP testTorsion Pendulum of the new EP test

free osc freq: 1.261 mHz
quality factor: 4000
decay time: 11d 6.5 hrs
machining tolerance: 5 μm
total mass : 70 g



Turntable of the new EP balanceTurntable of the new EP balance

thermal expansion feet 
fedback to keep turntable 
level 

air-bearing turntable

angle encoder electronics

servoed rotary 
feedthrough for electric 
signals

thermal insulation

torsion balance hangs 
from the bearing which 
rotates at 0.833 mHz



q41 configuration on a table q21 configuration installed

gravitygravity--gradiometer pendulumsgradiometer pendulums



hillside & 
local masses

gradient compensation in Newgradient compensation in New--EP experimentEP experiment

Pb

Pb

Al

Compensators 
can be rotated 
by 360°

Q21 compensators
Total mass: 880 kg
Q21= 1.8 g/cm3

Q31 compensators
Total mass: 2.4 kg
Q31 =6.7×10-4 g/cm4



data taking sequence 1data taking sequence 1
We reverse the dipole orientation 
with respect to the readout once 
each day

The data shows the measured 
twist. It is dominated by effects of 
the turntable (offset + slow drifts). 
By taking the difference between 
successive points, we isolate the EP 
signal.



data taking sequence 2data taking sequence 2

50 days

Measurement #

The 12 days of 
data from the 
previous slide 
are condensed 
into a single 
point.

Dipole is orthogonal to readout.

Dipole is (anti-) parallel to readout.

A resolved amplitude, must be 
corrected for:

(a) Tilt-feed-through

(b) Gravitational coupling

rotate once a day

rotate once a day



data taking sequence 3data taking sequence 3
Finally we exchanged the test bodies with respect to the pendulum frame. Ideally 
the tilt-feedthrough is unchanged but an EP-violating effect reverses so we can 
extract a true EP-violating signal.  

Average value of blue & red 
points due to un-modeled 
systematic effects

Science-signal is the difference 
between red and blue points

DirectionDirection signalsignal
(nrad)(nrad)

differential acc.differential acc.
(10(10--1313 cm/scm/s22))

NSNS --0.130.13±±0.380.38 --0.80.8±±2.42.4

WEWE 0.080.08±±0.390.39 --0.50.5±±2.52.5

After correcting for the measured 
gravitational coupling, we obtain:

Raw data



Correction for the 
Tilt FeedthroughLeveling 

feet
zturntable

1.70m

0.23m

Lower tilt 
sensor

Gravity 
gradient 
compensator

Feedback 
nulls signal 
of upper tilt 
sensor

• Feedback removes tilt at upper tilt 
sensor

• However, local vertical varies with 
height and we need to remove  tilt 
at the pendulum to eliminate the 
tilt systematic

When tilt is nulled at upper sensor, the lower  
sensor measures a tilt of ~45 nrad which 
arises from 
local earth field (~60 nrad) plus the off-axis
gravity gradient compensator (~ ―15 nrad) 

Tilt at pendulum is only due to local earth field:
~50 nrad of tilt ~2.5 nrad correction to

pendulum signal



Gravity gradientGravity gradient
signalssignals

meanmean sigmasigma

EWEW

NSNS

--0.10 nrad0.10 nrad 0.25 nrad0.25 nrad

--0.21 nrad0.21 nrad 0.17 nrad0.17 nrad

hill com
p. 

≈850 µrad



Uncertainty Budget for the labUncertainty Budget for the lab--fixed EPfixed EP--testtest
SourceSource Signal Signal 

(nrad)(nrad)
Differential acc. Differential acc. 
(10(10--1313 cm/scm/s22))

TiltTilt 0.400.40 2.62.6

Gravity GradientGravity Gradient 0.140.14 0.90.9

Statistical uncertaintyStatistical uncertainty 0.390.39 2.52.5

TemperatureTemperature 0.380.38 2.42.4

MagneticsMagnetics 0.040.04 0.30.3

SumSum 0.690.69 4.44.4

The shaded items contribute only to the lab-fixed result.



Differential Acceleration of TiDifferential Acceleration of Ti--Be Toward Be Toward 
the Sunthe Sun

••Data points Data points 
represent 1825 hours represent 1825 hours 
of data taken over 220 of data taken over 220 
daysdays

••Lab fixed offsets have Lab fixed offsets have 
been subtracted from been subtracted from 
data pointsdata points

••Solid line represents Solid line represents 
best fit signal of best fit signal of 
(1.24(1.24±±2.66)2.66)××1010--1313

cm/scm/s22

••Dashed line illustrates Dashed line illustrates 
a signal of 2.00a signal of 2.00××1010--1212

cm/scm/s22 toward the sun toward the sun 
on the vernal equinoxon the vernal equinox



Differential Acceleration of TiDifferential Acceleration of Ti--Be Toward Be Toward 
the Center of the Milky Waythe Center of the Milky Way

••Data points Data points 
represent 1825 hours represent 1825 hours 
of data taken over 220 of data taken over 220 
daysdays

••Lab fixed offsets Lab fixed offsets 
have been subtracted have been subtracted 
from data pointsfrom data points

••Solid line represents Solid line represents 
best fit signal of best fit signal of 
(0.02(0.02±±2.95)2.95)××1010--1313

cm/scm/s22

••Dashed line illustrates Dashed line illustrates 
a signal of 2.00a signal of 2.00××1010--1212

cm/scm/s2 2 toward the toward the 
center of the galaxycenter of the galaxy



Properties of some of our test bodiesProperties of some of our test bodies



95% conf. level exclusion plots95% conf. level exclusion plots

BB--LL



What is the weight of gravity itself?What is the weight of gravity itself?

A test of the Strong Equivalence PrincipleA test of the Strong Equivalence Principle



Lunar Lunar RetroreflectorRetroreflector ArraysArrays

Corner cubes

Apollo 14 retroreflector array

Apollo 11 retroreflector array

Apollo 15 retroreflector array



EquivalenceEquivalence--Principle SignalPrinciple Signal

If, for example, Earth has If, for example, Earth has 
greater mgreater mii/m/mgg than the moon than the moon 

the Earth falls to the Sun more the Earth falls to the Sun more 
slowly than the Moonslowly than the Moon
its orbit has a larger radius its orbit has a larger radius 
than does the Moonthan does the Moon’’ss
appears that Moonappears that Moon’’s orbit is s orbit is 
shiftedshifted toward sun: toward sun: coscosDD signalsignal

How do Earth and Moon test How do Earth and Moon test 
bodies differ?bodies differ?

EarthEarth’’s mass reduced by 4.6 s mass reduced by 4.6 
parts per billion by parts per billion by 
gravitational selfgravitational self--energy (GSE), energy (GSE), 
MoonMoon’’s mass only by 0.2 ppbs mass only by 0.2 ppb
Earth has massive Fe/Ni core, Earth has massive Fe/Ni core, 
Moon does not Moon does not 

Sun

Nominal orbit:
Moon follows this, on average

Sluggish orbit





<4 mm deformation<4 mm deformation
of Moonof Moon’’s orbits orbit



The APOLLO Collaboration:The APOLLO Collaboration:
a nexta next--generation LLR facilitygeneration LLR facility

UCSD:
Tom Murphy (PI)
Eric Michelsen
Adam Orin
Eric Williams
Philippe LeBlanc
Evan Million

U Washington:
Eric Adelberger
C. D. Hoyle
Erik Swanson

Harvard:
Chris Stubbs
James Battat

JPL:
Jim Williams
Slava Turyshev
Dale Boggs
Jean Dickey

Lincoln Labs:
Brian Aull
Bob Reich

Northwest Analysis:
Ken Nordtvedt



APOLLOAPOLLO’’ss first photon returnsfirst photon returns

Oct. 19, 2005:Oct. 19, 2005:
2,400 returned photons in 20 minutes 2,400 returned photons in 20 minutes 
peak rate of 0.25 photons/pulse (5/sec) over one minutepeak rate of 0.25 photons/pulse (5/sec) over one minute
taken at full moon phasetaken at full moon phase
now achieving 1 mm range precisionnow achieving 1 mm range precision

Comparison:Comparison:
McDonald station detected 2,317 photons total in threeMcDonald station detected 2,317 photons total in three--year year 
period from 2000period from 2000−−2002 2002 
~ 2 cm precision~ 2 cm precision



nonnon--gravgrav interactions of between dark and interactions of between dark and 
luminous matterluminous matter





95% confidence limits on non95% confidence limits on non--gravgrav interactions between interactions between 
dark matter and hydrogen dark matter and hydrogen 

at most 5% of the acceleration can be at most 5% of the acceleration can be nongravitationalnongravitational



some interesting numberssome interesting numbers

Our differential acceleration resolution is Our differential acceleration resolution is ≈≈22ää1010--1313 cm/scm/s22

This is the change in g caused by a vertical This is the change in g caused by a vertical dispacementdispacement of of 
0.6 nm in Earth0.6 nm in Earth’’s fields field

If, at the time of Pericles (450 BC), you started an object If, at the time of Pericles (450 BC), you started an object 
from rest and gave it an acceleration from rest and gave it an acceleration 22ää1010--1313 cm/scm/s22, it , it 
would now be moving as fast as the end of the hour would now be moving as fast as the end of the hour 
hand on a typical wall clockhand on a typical wall clock



conclusionsconclusions
The EP is one of the most precisely tested principles in all of The EP is one of the most precisely tested principles in all of physics with physics with 
many broad implicationsmany broad implications

Most scenarios for new physics predict EP violation at some leveMost scenarios for new physics predict EP violation at some levell

No evidence yet for a breakdown of the EP. For example: No evidence yet for a breakdown of the EP. For example: 
the weight of gravity agrees with Einsteinthe weight of gravity agrees with Einstein’’s prediction to    s prediction to    
better than 1 part in 10better than 1 part in 1033

assuming CPT symmetry, antiassuming CPT symmetry, anti--H falls with the sameH falls with the same
acceleration as H to within 2 parts in 10acceleration as H to within 2 parts in 101010

laboratory proof thatlaboratory proof that gravity is the dominant longgravity is the dominant long--range force between  range force between  
dark and luminous matterdark and luminous matter

Existing experimental results constrain many theoretical speculaExisting experimental results constrain many theoretical speculationstions

Plans exist for new types of EP experimentsPlans exist for new types of EP experiments
satellites, balloons, coldsatellites, balloons, cold--atom fountainsatom fountains

The physics of falling bodies remains a nonThe physics of falling bodies remains a non--trivial and profound subjecttrivial and profound subject



Some references to our workSome references to our work

Y. Su et al., PRD 50, 3614 (1994)Y. Su et al., PRD 50, 3614 (1994)
S. S. BaesslerBaessler et al., PRL 83, 3585 (1999)et al., PRL 83, 3585 (1999)
G.L. Smith et al., PRD 61, 22001 (2000)G.L. Smith et al., PRD 61, 22001 (2000)
S. S. SchlammingerSchlamminger et al., PRL 100, 041101 (2008)et al., PRL 100, 041101 (2008)







Satellite Test of the Equivalence Principle

Dz

time

Orbiting drop tower experiment 

Dz

Dz

time

F = ma          mass - the receptacle of inertia
F = GMm/r2 mass - the source of gravitation

Newton’s Mystery {

* More time for separation to build
* Periodic signal{

STEP
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